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Project Name

Project Location and Limits

Contact

Brief Description of Project 

Project Impetus 

Project Goals

Estimated Cost of Project (if known)

Funding Sources (if known)

Describe project context, including adjacent land uses, neighborhood character, and existing transportation system

Classi cation of a ected street(s)

PROJECT INFO

CONSISTENCY WITH COMPLETE STREETS POLICY & GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Appendix A

APPENDIX A: PROJECT REQUEST FORM
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Describe how proposed project supports Guiding Principles for Complete Streets. 

See page 16 of this Manual for descriptions of each principle.

Safety and slow vehicle speeds

Connectivity

Human health

Livability

Context

Equity

Aesthetics

Economic development

Environment

Appendix A


	PROJECT INFO: 
	Project Name: Whitney Avenue Bike Lanes
	Project Location and Limits: Whitney Avenue from Grove Street to Hamden
	Contact: 
	Brief Description of Project: Dedicated bike lanes along the entire length of Whitney Avenue would serve as a major commuting tool for people the Whitneyville, Edgehill/St. Ronan/Prospect Hill, Whitney-Orange, and SoHu neighborhoods to Downtown and Yale's Campuses. Additionally, the bike lanes can be used as a vehicle for calming traffic along the corridor.
	Project Impetus: The cycling community in the northern neighborhoods of the City has exploded in recent years and providing dedicated cycling infrastructure along a major corridor like Whitney Avenue will help foster further growth of that community.
	Project Goals: To create dedicated cycling infrastructure along Whitney Avenue in New Haven in order to calm traffic, improve pedestrian crossings, and provide a viable alternative to driving between Downtown, Yale, and neighborhoods to the north.
	Estimated Cost of Project if known: $350,000
	Funding Sources if known: State of CT Community Connectivity Program
	Describe project context including adjacent land uses neighborhood character and existing transportation system: Whitney Avenue is classified as a principal arterial by ConnDOT, and a major road by the City of New Haven. The thoroughfare traverse several densely populated neighborhoods, schools, and commercial areas connecting Downtown New Haven with the Town of Hamden. CT Transit operates the J-Bus route along Whitney Avenue. The roadway transitions from a four-lane road near the Hamden border, to a 2-to-5 lane road in East Rock with occassional on-street parking and central turning lanes before returning to a four-lane road through part of the Yale Campus and finally splitting into a pair of one-way streets towards Downtown.
	Classification of affected streets: major road, other principal arterial
	Describe how proposed project supports Guiding Principles for Complete Streets See page 16 of this Manual for descriptions of each principle: 
	Safety and slow vehicle speeds: Adding dedicated bike lanes to Whitney Avenue will require reducing the width of travel lanes thus reducing travel speeds. A dedicated central turning lane can be added to the entire length of Whitney Avenue to improve sight lines and maintain traffic flow.
	Connectivity: Whitney Avenue is a major thoroughfare connecting several residential neighborhoods to Downtown New Haven, commercial areas, schools, and parks. Currently, bike sharrows along Church Street terminate at Grove, and the bike lanes on Orange Street only exist from Humphrey to Cold Spring. Whitney Avenue bike lanes would be a major step towards a more contiguous cycling network.
	Human health: Bicycling improves heart health and provides an alternative to driving, which can reduce car emissions and improve air quality. In addition to being part of a healthy lifestyle, biking in dedicated lanes can increase driver awareness and improve safety along the corridor.
	Livability: Dedicated bike lanes along Whitney Avenue would increase transportation alternatives for nearby residents, calm traffic, improve pedestrian crossings, and increase the likelihood that neighbors will spend time outside interacting with one another.
	Context: Whitney Avenue is currently designed to handle 32,000 vehicles per day, but only around 14,000 cars on average use the street. A 3-lane roadway designed for 22,000 cars with a central turning lane could accommodate existing users. A lane of parking on the east side of the street would need to be removed in order to add two-5-foot bike lanes to the street. The west side of the street has enough on-street parking to absorb demand, whiel safety improvements along the corridor would improve crossing safety.
	Equity: Whitney Avenue is a major thoroughfare in the City currently used by many cyclists, but due to a lack of dedicated infrastructure, many potential bike riders also avoid the dangerous and heavily traveled roadway. The street is dedicated entirely to automotive use with on-street parking, travel, and turning lanes, without much consideration for other types of road users.
	Aesthetics: Adding painted bike lanes and removing a lane of on-street parking would reduce the appearance of asphalt and cars on the street, while inducing more use by cyclists, thus increasing activity along the street and improving the aesthetics of the corridor.
	Economic development: Adding bike lanes to streets has been shown to increase the property values of adjacent properties and increase sales at businesses along bike routes, which could benefit property owners and retail shops along Whitney Avenue.
	Environment: Providing a viable alternative to driving reduces the amount and length of vehicle trips, which helps to reduce car emissions and improve air quality. 


